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                            Abstract

    There is a  widely  shared  account  of  the distinction between types and  tokens,

which  inight  be termed  the standard  aceoimt,  However, it has some  surprising

consequences  that  are  not  always  realized.  According  to the  standard  account,  a

type  is a  contingent  abstract  objcct  that can  be created  by us, but it does not

allow  any  change  and  can  never  be destreyed once  it is created,  because  it is an

abstract  object.  I would  like to pre$ent an  alternative  account  of  types  and  tokens,

according  to which  types are  concrete  objects  that  are  located in space  and  tirne,

This new  account  is ba$ed on  a  concept  that I call a [[token
 generator", which  is

something  that  specifies  in detail how  to produce the  tokens.
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                               O, Outline

    This paper is concerned  with  the distinction bctween types and  tokens. [Vhere is

a  widely,  shared  account  ofthis  (listiiictioii, which  I shall  call  
"the

 standard  account",

according  to which  a type is an  abstract  object  in the sense  that it is not  in space  or

time, while  it･s tokens are  concrete  objects  or  events  which  exist  in a  particular place
and  time,  The  standard  account,  however, has sorrie  surprising  

--
 we  can  cvcn  say

`Lstartling"

 consequences  that  are  not  always  realized,

(1) A  type  is a contingent  abstract  object,

(2) A  type does not  allow  any  change,

(3) VV'e can  create  a  type,  which  is an  abstract  object.
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(4) Once creat･ed,  a  type can  never  be destroyed,

    I once  argued  that  despite their bizarreness it was  not  unreasonable  to accept  all

of  these consequences  ([Iida 2011]), but in t,his paper  I would  like to  present  an  alter-

native  account  of  t,ypes and  tokens and  discuss its consequences.  This new  account

is based on  a  concept  that I call  a  
"token

 generator"i. A  token  generator of  a  type

is something  that specifies  in detail how  t･o produce its tokens,  like a  detailed specifi-

cation  of  a  commercial  product, or  a  score  of  a  musical  composition.  Additionally, it

may  be some  person or  t･hing that embodies  such  a  specification  like t･he speaker  of  a

part･icular language.

               1. Types  and  tokens:  the  standard  account

    Here  is an  example  that illustrates the distinction between ty, pes and  tokens.

fl/-tfi,E"

Looking  at  this, one  speaker  says

(A) There are  two  characters  here.

Another speaker  says

(B) There is only  one  character  here.

Although what  these speakers  say  seems  to be incompatible with  each  othgr,  both of

them  may  be right,  The  appearance  of  incompatibility arises  only  from  the  ambigu-

ity of  the  word  
"charact･er";

 the first speaker  uses  it in the sense  of  tokens, while  tlie

second  speaker  uses  it in the  sense  of  a  type.

    A  token  of  a  character  type  is a  concrete  entity  located at  a  particular time  and

place, while  a  type is nQt  bQund  to any  particular time  or  place, We  can  use  the same

charact,er  type repeatedly  at  differ'ent times  and  places, similar  to a  tool.

    It should  be noted  that a  token  is necessarily  a  token of  some  type  or other.  The

concept  of  a  token is essent･ially  relational  in that  it is derived from a  relation

x  is a･ t･oken of  y.

Although types constitute  an  ontological  category  of  its own  (or, so  I am  going to

argue),  tokens do not,  Of course,  they are  concrete  entities,  but tokens call  be either

physical objects  or  events,  which  belong to different ontelogical  categorles.

1This
 does not  mean  that  the concept  of  a  token  generator does not

the standard  account.  On  the  contrary,  I believe it is indispensable
account  as  well  if it is to do full justice to our  type-token talk.
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    [I]he type-token  distinction is applicable  to a variety  of things t･hat can  be clas-

sified  in at  least three main  kind6.

 1. Mass-produced comrnodities  such  as  coiriputers  and  cars.  Tokens of  this kind

    are  produced  in quantities according  to a  certain  specification.  Various breeds of

    domestic animals  and  varieties  of  plants might  be included in this class  as  well.

 2. The  elements  that consititute  a  language or  a  tonal system  like words  and  tenes,

    Types  and  tokens  of  this kind are  related  t･o each  other  in a  systematic  way  and

    are  of  different complexities.

 3. Poems, novels,  songs,  and  symphonies.  The  existence  of  types and  tokens of  this

    kind depends  on  the  entit,ies  of  t･he second  kind.

    Ybu  may  notice  that  the t,hings I have  just listed are  all artifaets  that  are  in-

vented  by us, but the type-token distinction has been applied  to other  kinds of  things

as  wel12.  It has been  claimed  frequently that  a  species  and  an  individual of  that

species  are  related  as  a  type and  its token. It･ has been common,  lbr example,  to

hear a  philosopher of  niiiid  discuss whet･her  the correspondeiice  between a  mental

event  like a  pain and  a physical event  like a change  in the brain as a relation  between

ty. pes or  between tokens, Alhough I am  not  yet decided whether  we  should  say  that, a

species  is a  type whose  tokens are  individuals that, belong to that species,  I am  pretty
convinced  that the  use  of  type-token terminology  in the  contemperary  philosophy

of  mind  is loose or  metaphorical,  and  strictly  speaking,  we  should  not  talk about  a

mental  event  type  or  a  mental  event･  token.

    As  shown  by the  fact that there are  twent,y-six letters in the  Latin alphabet  and

each  of  t,hem has a  nairie,  we  can  count  type  ent,ities  and  name  them, There  is a

definite number  of  Chinese characters  first, graders in Japan should  learn in a  year.

These Chinese characters  can  be named  in various  waysl  fOr example,  you  caii  get a

Chinese character  on  yeur  comput,er  screen  by  typing  its character  code,  which  might,

be regarded  as  its name,  FUrthermore, types can  be in the ext･ension  of  a  common

noun  like "Ietter

 of  the  Latin alphabetiT  and  
"Chinese

 character".  Tlms, types  can

be counted,  have their own  names,  and  be in the extension  of  a  common  noun.

    However,  these  characteristics  miglit  not･  be enough  to  distillguish a  type  from  a

universal  like whitencss.  Ybu  may  argue  t･hat the colors  can  bc counted,  have their

ewn  names  like "whiteness",
 and  are  in the extension  of  a  common  noun,  namely,

Lccolor"･

    A  reply  to this would  be that a  partieular type is introduced into a  discourse only

   
2
 In her book  [Wetzel 2009] Linda XNletzel enumerates  the fo11owing examples  of  kinds of

     things  to which  the typetoken  distinction applies:  Iinguistic entities  like a  phoneme,
     word  and  sentence,  mental  eventslstateslprocesses,  works  of  art,  actions,  biologi-

     cal  species,  genes, artifacts  like computers,  chess  moves,  physical  fields and  particles

     ([Wetzel 2009] 
,
 Chapter 1).
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by means  of  a  singular  term, while  a  universal  is typically introduced into a  discourse

through  a  predicate or  a  general term  like a  common  noun,  If you  would  wish  to

talk about  a  particular word  or  sentence,  you  would  use  an  expression  like `[the
 word

snow"  or 
"the

 sentence  The snow  is white",  which  are  singular  terms. Similarly, we

would  use  such  singular  terms  such  as  
"West

 End  Blues" and  
"XNar

 and  Peace" if we

weuld  wish  to talk  about  a  particular piece of  music  or  a  particular nevel.  If we  fol-

low frege and  hold t･hat an  object  is what  a  singular  term  stands  for, then  types like
words,  sentences,  musical  tuncs and  novcls  are  all objects  (Cf, [Dummett 1978, 42]).

In this respect,  types  differ from universals  like whiteness  which  can  be introduced

into a  discourse by  a  predicate like 
L`is

 white".

    Aithough this works  well  for art  works  belonging to the typcs in (3) above  and

the complex  types in (2) like sentences,  it does not  help us  to difierentiate other  kinds

of  types from universals  in general. For example,  consider  the following sentence.

I drive a  [[byot･a Carolla Axio,

Here  the  name  of  a  car  model,  which  is supposed  to be a  type,  appears  as  a  part

of  a  common  noun  whose  extension  consists  of  the tokens of  that model,  And  a

teacher  who  is teaching  children  how  to write  of  the  Latin alphabet･  might  point to

two  scribbles  on  the blackboard and  say

This A  is much  better than  that A,

Here  
"Ai'

 should  be construed  as  a  common  noun3.

    I am  afraid  that we  should  conclude  that linguistic clues alone  cannot  determine

the boundary between types and  universals,  and  that we  need  to  bring in some  other

kinds of  eonsiderations  to do so. Still, I believe that  the  kinds of  things  listed above

constit･ute  the core  cases  of  typesl they  are  artifacts  with  some  common  pattern which

can  be produeed  and  reproduced  at  different times  and  places4. If we  lift the  restric-

tion to artifacts,  then a  species  would  count  as  a  type  and  its tokens would  be the

individuals belonging to  that  species,  because  the individual of  the  same  species  are

reproduced  again  and  again,

    How  far should  we  go? Could we  talk about  a  mental  event  type  pain or  an  action

type  promise?  Iam  reluctant  to  count  t･hem  as  the  genuine cases  of  the t.vpe-token

distinction, Philosophers of  mind  talk about  pain as  a  type and  pain as  a  token, and

3
 It might  be argued  that  what  the  teacher  said  was  an  abbreviation  of  

"This
 token  of

 the letter A  is much  better than  that  token  of  t･he same  letter:', and  that the unabbre-

 viated  sentence  contains  only  a  singular  term  that  refers  te the  type. ButI  suppose

 that  such  a  response  might  seem  to beg  the question.
4
 As  I read  him, Richard Wollheim;s usage  of  

`"type"
 seems  to be very  close  to mine.

 According to him, we  postulate  a  type  when  
"we

 can  correlate  a  class  of  individuals

 "'ith  a  piece of  human  invention"  ([Wollheim 1980, 78]).
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moral  philosophers may  talk about,  promise  as  a  type  and  promise  as  a  token,  but

is there any  good reason  to suppose  that there  is some  objeet  which  is called  
`"pain

as  a  type" or  
Ltpromise

 as  a  type:'? l don't think  anything  is lost if the type-tokell

distinction is replaced  by t,he good old  universal-instance  distinct,ion. "That is meant

by 
"token;'

 identity between a  rnental  event  and  a  physical event,  is just the  identity

between some  individual mental  event  and  some  physical event,  while  
`Ctype';

 identity

bctween  them  is meant  to describe the circumstance  that for any  individual mental

event  that is an  instance of  a  certaill  mental  kind (universal) such  as  pain, there is

an  iridividual physical event  t,hat is an  instance of  a  certain  physical kind (universal)
such  as  C-Jiber firings, and  that  is identical with  the mental  event  and  vice  versa.  It

cannot  be denied that･ this is much  more  cumbersome  than  the usual  talk of  token

identity and  type identity, and  therefore, it is understandable  t･hat such  talk  is very

popular. If you  do  not  wish  to  cominit･  yourself, however, to the existence  of  pain or

promises  as  selfisubsistent･  objects,  you  should  have in mind  that such  a  talk is just
an  abbreviation  of  a  more  cumbersome  way  of  talking  invelving only  universals  and

thcir instances,

               2. A  type  is a  contingent  abstract  object

    What･ever their exact  characterization  might  turn  out  to  be, type  entities  are  ob-

jects, Moreover, as  they are  supposed  to be not  in spacc  or  in time, they  are  abstract

objects.

    It is now  universally  accepted  t･hat. in general, types  cannot  be reduced  to to-

kens. Take one  of  the  letters of  the Latin alphabet,  
L`A"

 for exarnple,  aiid  coiisider

the immcnsc  variety  ef  different shapes,  sizes  aiid  styles  of  the  tokens  of  
"A",

 We  can

find no  characteristic  common  to all these different tokens that does not  ment･ion  the

very  type itself. Rather, we  should  say  that the  only  property t･hose entities  have  in

common  is that thcy are  all tokens of  the type 
"Ai:

 ([Wetzel 2006] 4,2,3).

    Although types cannot  be reduced  to tokens, the  existence  of  a  type  depends  on

the existence  of  its tokens. In t･he second  kind  of  type  entities,  there are  complex

types sueh  as  very  long sentences  which  have no  tokens, but if such  sentences  would

be regarded  as  existent,  they would  consist  of  the existing  words,  and  those  words

should  have tokens  if they  exist.  Hence, in general, the  existence  of  a  type depends

on  the existence  of  some  tokens. If those tokens do not  exist,  then  the  t,v, pe  does  not

exlst.

    R)r each  iiidvidual token, it is a  contingent  mat･ter  whether  it exists  or  not.

Therefbre, it is also  a  cont･ingent  rnatter  whether  a  type  whose  existence  depends on

t,hat of  tokens  exists  or  not.  This means  that type  entities  are  contingent  abstract,

objects.  When  we  talk about  abstract  object･s,  we  usually  talk about  numbers  and

pure sets,  which  are  considered  to be necessary  beings, but there arc  also  cont･ingent
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beings among  abstraet  objects,  This is the first surprising  consequence  ef  the  stan-

dard acceunt  of  the  type-token  distinction, Type  entities  are  beyond space  and  time,

but they are  not  beyond the world  in which  they exist.

                3. A  type  does  not  admit  any  change

    There are  some  other  surprising  consequences  of  the standard  account  of  ty. pe

entities as  abstract  object･s whose  existence  depends on  the existence  of  tokens. The

second  is that type entities  do not  allow  any  change,  because a  change  is only  possible
for something  that  exists  in time,  but a  type  does  not  exist  in t･ime.

    This seems  to raise  serious  diMculties in the case  of  languages, because we  talk

of  a  language  as  if it is const･antly  changing,  but a  language  is a  system  consisting  of

abstract  object,s  like phonemes,  words,  and  grammatical rules.

    There  are  many  examples  of  language change;  for example,  a  word  may  become

pronounced  or  spelled  differently, or  it may  acquire  a  new  meaning.  If a  word  is an

abstract,  object  that  does nut  exist  in tirne, it cannot  undergo  such  changes,  For that

matter,  nothing  can  happen to an  abstract  objeet  except  some  extrinsic  changes  such

as  becoming  somebody?s  favorite word  .

    One  way  of  coping  with  this dificulty, is to claim  that so-called  language change

is not  a  change  in a  language  but a  change  in people's linguistic behavior: people
have start･ed  to use  a  slightly  new  language instead of  the old  language. This means

that a  language  change  is really  a  replacement  of  one  language  by anotherO  .

                    4. Creating  an  abstract  object

    Let us  move  to another  counter-intuitive  consequence,  namely,  that, we  can  create

new  type  entities,  which  are  abstract  objects.  Why  do we  find this claim  incredible?

It might  be because we  subscribe  to a  principle  like the following.

(C) If X  is created  at  time t, then X  does not  exist  before t.

However, a  type  entity  is an  abstract  object,  and  an  abstract  object  always  exists,

Therefore, given the  principle (C), a  type  entity  cannot  be created,  as  there is no

time in which  it does not  exist･,

    I am  inclined to sacy this is nothing  but a  muddle;  a  confusion  of  the existence

beyond time  with  the  existence  throughout  time.  That an  abstract  object  does not

exist  in time does not  mean  that it always  exists.  So, the principle (C) is false for aii
abstract  X.

    Or we  should  say  that the principle (C) does not  apply  to an  abstract  X  because

5
 This is exactly  what  I argued  for in [Iida 2009].
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a  tensed existential  predicate in (C) does not,  apply  to an  abstract  object,  VLihen

we  talk about  existence,  we  usually  use  tensed  existential  predicates like 
"existedi',

"exists'i
 and  

"will
 exist",  But they are  not  appropriate  for abstract  object･s,  which  do

not  exist  in time, Instead, we  may  use  
`Lreal"

 and  
`Lunreal"

 or 
`Lreal"

 and  
"imaginary".

These  predicates apply  to both temporal  existents  and  non-temporal  existents,

    Among  type entities,  some  are  real  because their tokens exist,  and  some  are  un-

real  because they have no  tokens. Just like some  types  would  not  be real  if somebody

had not  created  them  by producing  their  tokens, some  types would  be real  if some-

body  had produced  their tokens. These are  possible but unreal  type entities  that

failed to  be created.

         5. The  impossibility  of  destroying  an  abstract  object

    A  type  is real  insofar as  there  are  some  past,, present, or  future tokens. Hence,

even  if one  of  our  words  now  in use  will  disappear completely  in the future, and  thus

some  future generation will  have  no  clue  as  to  its existence,  t,he werd  will  not  becorne

an  unreal  word.  This is an  example  of  the  last･ of  the consequences  of  the standard

account･  ment･ioned  above,  namely,

(4) Once created,  a  t.v, pe can  never  be destroyed6.

    A  principle  similar  to (C), namely,

(D) If X  is destroyed at  time t, then  X  does not  exist  after  t,

does not  apply  to an  abstract  X.  Therefore, it･ is a  mistake  to argue  that･ (4) is true
because there is no  tiine when  X  does not  exist  because X  is an  abstract･  object.  But

then  the situation  seems  to be quite symmetrical  to the creation  of  a  type, which

raises  the quest･ion: Why  is creation  possible while  destruction is impossible in case

of  an  abstract･  object?

    In case  of  concrete  things, the diff'erenee between creation  and  destruction might

be expressed  by the difference bet"reen the following two  counterfactuals,

(Cl) Were  it not  for my  action,  X  would  not  exist･ now.

(Dl) Were  it not  for my  action,  X  would  exist  now.

However,  they do not  yet capture  the concept･s  of  creation  and  destruction. There

are  two  different cases  for each  counterfacutual.  In (Cl), X  exists  now,  but X  either

did not, exist  before my  action  or  did exist  before my  action.  Similarly, in (Dl), X

does iiot･ exist  now,  but either  X  did not  exist  before my  action  or  did exist  before

Iny  act･lon.

   
6
 This is explicitly  endorsed  in [Shapiro 2000, 262].
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(Cl-a) If X  did not  exist  before my  action,  my  action  created  X.

(Cl-b) If X  did exist  before my  action,  my  act･ion  prevented thc destruction of

x.(Dl-a)

 If X  did not  exist  befOre my  action,  my  action  prevented the creation  of

X.(Dl-b)

 If X  did exist  befbre my  action,  my･  action  dest･royed X.

    If we  would  use  such  a  cont･rast  for abstract  objects,  we  should  use  
`'real"

 instead
"eXist7T

 ,

(C2) XVere it not  for m.y･ action,  X  would  not  be real,

(D2) Were  it not  for my  action,  X  would  be real.

Are there also  t･wo possibilities for each  Qf  these? Let us  consider  (C2) first. It might
seem  that, there are  two  possible situations  belbre my  action.  Either (a) a  token ofX

did not  exist  befbre m.v  action,  or  (b) it did exist  before my  action.  In t･he case  (a),
I create  a  type  X  by producing  its token by my  action,  but in case  (b), X  is already

real,  and  my  action  does not  rnake  X  real;  my  actien  cannot  make  X  unreal,  either,

beeause  if something  is real  it cannnot  be made  unreal,  Hence, case  (b) is impossible.
In ot･her  words,  iriy  aetion  ean  create  a  type, but･ once  created,  my  action  cannot  have

any  infiuence on  its being real.

    How  about  (D2)? [I]here are  twe  cases  tc) be considered,  These are  case  (a) in
which  a  token of  X  did not  exist  before my  action,  and  case  (b) in which  a  t,oken of

X  existed  before my  action.  But, if a  token of  X  existed  before my  action,  thcn  X

is already  real  and  none  of  my  action  can  have  anything  to do with  its being real.

Thcrefbre, the only  possibility is (b), that is, a  token X  did not  exist  before my

action,  In this case,  my  action  prevents the  creatien  ofX  by preventing the creation

of  any  token of  X.

    Iii other  word$,  we  can  either  create  an  abstract  object  or  prevent its creatioll,

but we  cannot  make  an  unreal  object  real  nor  a  real  object  unreal.

              6. An  alternative  account  of  type  existence

   We  have seen  that  the  standard  account  of  type-token  distinction has the  follow-

ing consequences.

(1) A  type  is a  contingent  abstract  object.

C2) A  type does not  allow  any  change.

(3) We  can  create  a  type, which  is an  abstraet  object,

(4) Once created,  a type  can  never  be dest･royed,

    Some  of  t･hese consequences  may  be considered  too bizarre, suggesing  a  search
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for an  alternative  to the standard  account.  Particularly, I suspect  that (2) and  (4)
are  most  objectionable  for many  people, hecause they  seem  to be contrary  to  our

usual  way  of  talking, In fact, wc  fr"equcntly talk about  a  type  entity  as  if it has a

temporal  existence;  fbr example,  we  talk about  various  kinds of' type entities  which

used  to exist  but no  longer cxist  now.  They  might  be particular  types (or models)  of

a  car  which  are  no  longer in production, certain  words  which  are  no  longer used,  or

musical  compositions  which  were  Iost, forever long time  ago,

    Hence,  an  obvious  idea is to think  ofatype  entity. as  atemporal  being. Ifatype

entity  would  be a  temporal  being. t･1ien it would  be contingent,  allow  change,  and

could  be  created  and  destroyed. A  thought  that  immediately  comes  to  rnind  would

be something  like this:

(TE) A  type  begins to exist  when  its first token is produeed, and  ceases  to exist,

when  its last･ t･oken ceases  to exist.

    If we  adept  this, then  we  will  be able  to avoid  t･he consequence  of  the standard

account  that a  type never  ceases  to exist  once  it is created.  However, this idea, though

obvious,  faces some  serious  diMculties,

    Suppose a  t･oken of  a  t･ype a  is produced  at  time  ti and  ceases  to exist, at  time

t2. Furthcr suppose  that we  are now  at t･ime t3 which  is later than  t2, and  between

t2 and  t3 no  tokciis of  a  wcre  produced.  Does the  type cv still exi$t  now?  The  aiiswer

depends  on  what,  is going to take  place in the  future; if there will  be a  time  t4 later

than  t3 when  a  further token of  a  will  be produced, then cr exists  now,  while  it docs

not  exist  now  if there will  be no  further token  of  it in the  future.

    Looking  at  such  a  situation,  we  can  see  there are  two  sorts  of  probleins.

    First, t･he possibility of  such  a  situation  reveals  that there would  be some  propo-

sitions  about  the present state  of  the world  that become true in the future. In other

words,  what  will  happen in the future may  decide what  is the case  now.  And  this

means  t･hat what,  happens now  may  decide what･  was  the case  in the past. Suppose

that  in the above  situation  I produeed  a  token of  cv at  time  t4. Then, this action

of  mine  makes  true the proposition that the type a  existed  at  time  t3, whose  truth

value  was  not  determinate at  t3. This means  that  my  present action  may  influence

the past, It･ has also  the consequence  that what  exists  at  any  time  is not  determinate

unless  it is presupposed  that  det･erminism is true, because whether  the type  a  exist,s

at  t3 depends on  whether  another  t,oken of  a  is going t,o exist  after  t3. In general,
what  type entities  exist  now  is not  determinat･e, unless  determinism is true.

    Alt･hough this is rather  strange,  it may  not  be an  incoherent position. There is,

however, anot,her  problem,  which  is epistemological.  Suppose that after  a  token of  a

is produced  at･ time  t3, we  have  not  encountered  any  furt･her token  of  cv, Then  can  we

conclude  t,hat the t,y, pe a  ceases  to exist?  Obviously, , the answer  is no.  We  cannot･  be

sure  that  there  won't  be another  token  of  dv in t･he fut･ure, "Je can  never  know  that t･he
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last token we  have encountered  is in fact the  last tokcn  of  the given type,  This means

that, once  a  type is created,  we  cannot  know  whether  it still exists  or  not.  Hence,

as  far as  the consequence  (4) of  the standard  account  is concerned,  epistemologically

there  is no  real  choice  between  the  present accoimt  and  the  standard  account.

    It･ should  be concluded  t･hat this alternative  account  of  type  existence  is not  sat-

isfactory, or  at  least not  in the  present form, The  next  quest･ion is whether  it can

be iniproved such  that it conceives  of  types temporal  entities  without  any  untoward

consequences  like the above,

7. The  concept  ofa  token  generator  and  the  causal  continuity  ofa  type

                                 entity

    In t･he above  discussion, we  imagined  a  situation  in which  a  token  of  a  given
type appears  after  a  certain  period of  time since  a  prior t･oken appeared,  There  is

something  suspicious  about  imagining such  a  situation.  Suppose the period between

a  new  token  and  a  prior  token  is very  Iongi what  rnakes  thern  tokens  of  the  $arne

type?

    Is it a  similarity  between them?  The  fbllowing example  shows  that even  exact

similarity  is not  enough,

    Suppose some  poet today  composes  a  haiku. But it turns  out  that  the  sin-

    gle sentence  that const･itutes  her haiku is exactly  the same  as  the sentence

    that  constitutes  a  haiku composed  by another  poet  who  lived 200 years

    ago,  Suppose furt･her that  t･he modern  day  poet  did not  know  this fact a]id

    has never  encountered  the older  haiku in any  form before. Is the haiku

    composed  by her the same  as  the older  one?

We  should  say  that  the modern  dabr poet uttered  or  wrote  the same  seiitence  as  the

poet of  200 years ago  had done, but they  composed  different haikusi t･heir products
are  of  the same  type considered  as  a  sentence,  but they are  different haikus.

    Why  is this? They  are  different haikus, because they  have different and  causally

unrelated  origins,  This suggests  that the causal  origin  is essential  for the identity of

a  type  entity.

    If we  iook at  some  examples  more  closely,  we  will  find that there is always  some

sort  of  causal  connection  between the different tokens of  the same  type7, Let me  give
two  examples.

(a) A  token  of a  word  in Japanese should  be eausally  related  to some  word

   
7
 It should  be noted  that  a  causal  connection  is only  a  necessary  conditie"  for two  things

     to be tokens of  the  saine  type. If we  wish  to know  the suMcient  condition,  a  separate

     discussion is needed  for each  kind of  type, which  belongs to the  different fields of

     philosophy  such  as  philosophy  of  eeonomics,  philosophy  of  linguistics and  aesthetics.
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    tokens that were  uttered  by speakers  of  Japanese,

(b) What  makes  a  partieular car  atoken  ofa  particular type  of  car  is that  it

    owes  its existence  to the causes  it has in common  with  the other  cars  of  the

    same  type, Among  such  common  causes  are  manufacturers  and  designers.

    It becomes obvious  that some  causal  connections  are  necessary  for two  objects

to be the tokens of  the same  type, if you  compare  the two  cases  in the fo11owing

example,

(Case 1) A  new  plant is to be set  up  to start  a  preduction  line for a  certain  car

model.  The  new  production  line is built by the company  that has produced  such

models  in another  plant, and  designed after  the production  line of  that  plant.

(Case 2) A  newly  formed company  has set up  a plant and  started  a  production

line for a  certain  car  model,  This  model  is designed by the company's  engi-

neers  from scratch.  However, by pure  coincidence,  the car  that comes  out  of  the

production line happens  to  be exactly  the  same  in both  appearance  and  inter-

nal  mechanism  to the car  that has been produced  by another  company  whose

existence  is unknown  to the new  cempany.

    In (Case 1), the cars  which  come  out  from the new  production  line will  be of

the same  type as  the cars  which  has been produced  in another  plant, but in (Case 2)

the relation  between the  cars  produced  by the  new  company  and  those from another

company  is the same  as  that between two  haikus in the  example  above.  Even  though

you  cannot  tell them  apart  just by  looking, they  are  of  different types  because  their

causal  origins  are  completely  independent from each  other,

    The  causal  connections  among  the tokens of  the  same  type  are  frequently me-

diated by something  that is not  one  of  these tokens, Imagine a  variant  of  (Case
1):

(Case 1') A  new  plant is te be set up  to start  a production  line for a  certain

car  model,  whose  production  was  discontinued many  years ago,  Morcover, no

car  of  that model  still exists  now.  In spite  of  this, it is possible to restart  the

production, because the company  still owns  all the documents about  that model,

including its specification  and  detailed plans.

Like the original  (Case 1) and  unlike  (Case 2), the cars  that come  out  of  this produc-

tion line are  of  the same  type  as  the cars  that were  produeed  many  years  ago.  It is

because there clearly  is a  causal  connection  between the cars  produced  many  years

ago  and  the cars  produced  now  through  those documents that have made  it possible
to  resume  production in spite  of  the absence  of  a  real  specimen  of  the same  model,

    There are  many  other  cases  in whieh  a  causal  connection  between the different

tokens of  the same  type  is established  by some  sort  of  mediator,  The  relation  between
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the perfbrmances  of  a  musieal  eomposition  and  its score  gives us  a  particularly clear

exarnple.  If we  think t･hat only  actual  performanees  of  the piece constitute  the tokens

of  a  musical  composition,,  then its score  is not  one  of  its tokcns but something  else;

it is something  that gives us  detailed instructions for producing  the tokens, namely,

the actual  performances  of  the composition.

    Let us  call  this sort  of  thing which  specifies  in (sufficient) (letail how  to  produce
tokens of  a  given type 

iLtoken
 generators"i , A  detailed plan for making  a  certain  model

of  car  is a  token generator of  that model  and  a  musical  score  of  a  symphony  is a  to-

ken generator of  that symphony.  A  token generator of  a  given type  is something  that

makes  it possible to  produce  its type's  tokens  if you follow tts instructions, A  token

generator of  a commercial  product  should  be something  that contains  thc complete

and  detailed specification  of  that  product, while  a  token  generator of  a  musicai  com-

position or  a  play should  be something  that, determines its performance  in suficient

detail. A  mere  sketch  for a  musical  composit･ion  or  a  rough  description of  an  idea for
a product cannot  be a token generator8,

    Wc  might  extend  thc  concept  ofatoken  generator to  includc that what  is not  it-

self  a  specification  fbr a  token  but  that  embodies  such  specifications.  There  are  many

tales and  songs  which  came  down  through  eral  tradition; they  were  never  recorded

in any  form  and  preserved only  in the  memory  of  those  who  could  tell or  sing  t･hem.

Such people inay  be regarded  as  token generators of  a  particular tale or  song;  it is

not  by having  some  conscious  set  of  instructions but by  mastering  a  skill that  t,hey

can  tell a  tale or  sing  a  song.

    Various kinds of  recordings  are  other  examples  oftoken  generators. The  recorded

performance  of  a  piece of  music  gives rise  to a  token of  that piece of  music  when  it

is pla.ved back. Therefbre, sueh  a  recording  can  be regarded  as  a  token  generator of

that piece of  musicY,

    The  most  interesting instance of  a  token  generator in this extended  sense  is a

speaker  of  a  particular language. Of course,  it needs  a  detailed argument  to claim

that the speaker  ofalanguage  is atoken  generator. AsIam  not  suficiently  prepared

to give such  an  argument  right  now,  all I can  do now  is to suggest  a  possible way  to

do it.

    First, although  a  language consists  of  type objects  like phonemes,  words,  and

sentences,  it is not  it･self something  which  has a  token; we  cannot  imagine what  a

token of  Japanese could  be, So, strictly  speaking,  a  speaker  of  a  lang. uage  could  be

a  token generator of  words  and  sentences  of  the language, but not  of  the language

itself, Secondly, if a  person is a  token  generator of  a  word  or  a  sentence  of  a  certaiii

   
8
 A  token  generator of  a type  a  might  be itself a  token  of  another  type  ,B, This fact is

     werth  investigating, but I am  not  going  into it now,

   
9
 There is an  interesting discussion about  the  relation  between a  performance and  its

     recording  in [Kurata 2012].
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language, she  should  also  be a  token generator of  other  words  and  sentences  of  that

language. As there are  supposed  to be infuiitely many  phrases and  sentences  in a

langnage, she  should  be a  token  generator  of  infinitely many  phrases and  sentences.

How  could  such  an  infinite capacity  be embodied  in a  single  person?

    According to one  familiar line of  thought, a  eomplete  description of  a  grammar
of  a  language can  be used  as  a  finite device to generate an  infinity of  phrases and

sentences  of  the language, and  we  might  regard  a  speaker  of  the language  as  an

embodiment  of  such  a  grammar.  It goes without  saying,  however, that it has been

hotly debated whether  such  a  view  has any  validity.  Still it is a  promising  idea worth

exploring,  I believe.

                     8. Type  existence  redefined

    From  the abovc  consideration,  we  may  conclude  that the tokens ofthe  same  type

must  be causally  related  to cach  other,  In some  cases, they are  directly related;  in

other  cases,  they  are  indirectly related  through  the  token  generators of  the type in
    ,questlon.

    With  the concept  of  a  token  generator, what  could  we  say  about  the temporal

existence  of  a  type?

    First, it is almost  obvious  that  a  token  generator of  a  t･ype sometimes  precedes
any  of  the  tokens  of  the type. Think of  any  composition  of  Western classical  music;

although  a  composer  might  be hearing her rriusic  iii her mind  while  she  writes  down

its score,  there is nothing  but a  token generator of  her piece at  that  time.  Its tokens

in the form of  actual  performances  come  later. Should we  say  that her piece begins

to exist  only  when  the  first performance is given? I suppose  the answer  is no;  we

would  say  that her piece already  exists  before the performanee.

    It might  not  be  generally true, however, that a  type comes  into exi$tence  wit･h

its token generator even  if a  token generator precedes acutal  tokens . Fbr example,
we  might  not  say  that  a  certain  car  model  exists  now  because we  have its very  de-

tailed plan; it $eems  that the model  begins to exist  only  after  the first actual  car  is

made.  Hence, it depends  on  the kind of  type entity  whet･her  the existence  of  a  tokcn

generator prior to  any  tokens  is suficient  for the  existence  ofthe  relevant  type.

    Secondly, a  type  exists  even  in the period in which  none  of  its tokens exist,  if a

t･oken generator of  the  type  exists  in that  period. Again  the musical  example  gives
the best illustration, No  one  thinks that a  piece of  music  ceases  to exist  in between

one  of  its performances  and  the  next.  (Case 1') above  suggests  that this is true in

the case  of  a  car  model  as  well.

    Finally, I would  like to claim  that the type ¢ eases  to exist  when  no  tokens exist

anymore  and  there  are  no  token  generators either.  As  an  example,  consider  some

commercial  product, such  as  a  brand of  bot･tled soft  drink that  was  once  popular a
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long time ago.  Suppose that  not  one  bottle of  this brand is left now  and  nothing

is known  about  its ingredients or  its recipe.  In these circumstances,  many  would

say  that this brand of  soft  {irink  once  existed  but no  longcr exists  now.  It is not  so

easy,  however,  to  argue  that  a  type  ceases  te exist  once  all of  its tokens and  t,okeii

generators are  gone  in general, To be able  to do that, we  need  to establish  that the

temporal  existence  of  a  type must  be cont･inuous,

    Here  is a  very  rough  sketch  of  an  argument  fbr this t･hesis. As  we  saw  with

some  examples,  if two  tokens of  the same  type  exist, at  different t,imes, there  must  be

some  causal  connections  bet･ween them. VVb may  suppose  that  such  causal  connec-

t･ions could  be broken down  ultimately  t･o simple  steps,, which  are  causal  interactions

bet･ween either  (a) two  tokens of  the type  in question, (b) a token and  a  token gen-
erator  of  the type, or  (c) two  token geiierators of  the type. For a  causal  interaction

to occur  bet･ween t･wo it･ems, there  should  be no  instant at  which  both items do not

exist,  Hence, if a  token  of  a  certain  type exists  at  ti and  another  t･oken of  the same

type exists  at  t2 (ti <  t2), then throughout  the period between ti and  t2 there must

exist, at  least one  tuken or  onc  token generator of  the same  type.

    Of  eourse,  this is very  rough  and  I know  there  remain  many  unclarities  and  some

insuficiently support･ed  assumptions,  but if I am  allowed  to suppose  that th line of

thought  in the above  argument  is not  far from  the  truth,  then  we  may  conclude  that

the existence  of  a  type requires  the  existence  of  its token or  its token generator as  a

necessary  condition,  Thus, we  can  revise  our  former claim  about  type existence  in

the fo11owing waylO.

(TE2) A  type  exists  only  when  its token  or  token  generator exists.

    Let us  see  whether  this new  definition is free from the diMculties the original

definition had.

    Now  that  a  type  cxists  only  if its token  or  token  generator exists,  we  know  that a

type  no  longer exists  if we  have made  sure  that none  of  its tokens or  token generators
exist  at  present. Alt･hough there  is a  general problem  of  how  we  can  be sure  that

certain  things  do not  exist,  at  least we  need  not  wait  to see  what  will  happen in the

future in order  to decide whether  a  type exists  now  or  does not.  And, I believe that

the problem  of the  knowledge  of  non-existence  does  not  arise  in this case,  because

we  need  not  search  the entire  universe  but only  some  limited region  in which  causal

interactions among  those tokens  and  token  generators may  take  place,

   
iO

 As  was  noted  above,  it depends on  the kind of  type  ent･ity whether  the  existence  of

     a  tokeii generator is suficient  fbr that of  a  t.vpe itself, Thus, a  stronger  claim  than

     (TE2), namely,

     (TE2') A  type  exists  when  and  only  when  its token  or  token  generator exists.

     is valid  for some  kinds of  type  entities,  but  not  valid  for others,
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    Consequently, according  to our  new  definition, there is no  difieulty in principle
t･o infer the non-existence  of  a  certain  type from  t･he evidence  that its tokens or  token

generators are  no  longcr found now,

    Moreover,  this accords  well  with  our  way  of  talking; we  say  that a  certain  com-

position ofa  famous composer  is lost now  because the original  and  all the copies  of

its score  were  destroyed, or  that some  carlicr  car  model  no  longcr cxists  and  will  not

exist  because  none  of  its specimen  or  blueprints exists  now  and  the  engineers  who

made  it died long ago.  
･

    Talk of  a  dead language might  be difierent from these cases.  Why  do we  say  that

a  language is dead if there are  no  speakers  left? In sorne  cases,  even  though  nobody

speaks  the language, we  still have the records  of  the language in the  form of  written

documents or  recordings.  In such  cases,  the language is not･ completely  destroyed.

It seems  that we  say  a  Ianguage is dead for at  least two  reasons;  a  language is dead

because it is no  lbnger used  in act･ual  communication  betwcen people, and  it is dead

because  there  is no  possibility of change.  Hence, a  dead language  is not  a  lost lan-

guage. A  lost language in the strict  sense  would  be a  language about  which  we  know

almost  nething.  There must  be many  such  lost languages that were  destroyed in the

course  of our  historv.                u

    Although we  do not  usually  talk  about  destroying a  t,ype, it is obvious  we  can

do that  by destroying all  its tokens  and  t･oken generators. Consequently. 
,
 unlike  the

standard  account  of  ty. pes and  tokens, the present account  makes  it possible for us

t･o destroy a  type as  well  as  create  it,

              9. Type  existence  as  spatial  and  temporal

    We  have made  a  type  a  temporal  being that begins its existence  at･ some  time,

continues  to exist  for awhile,  and  then  ceases  to exist  at  last. Wc  mcet  a  type at

one  time  and  meet  the  same  type  again  at  another  time,  just as  we  meet  a  person at

one  tirne and  meet  the same  person again  at, anot,her  tirne. In the saine  way  that we

know  that the very  person we  see  now  exists  at  another  time, we  know  that t･he very.

type we  now  meet  in the fbrm of  its token or  token generator might  have exist･ed  at

some  time  in the past and  might  exist  at  another  time  in the fut,ure. It･ is a  part of

our  understanding  of  the concept  of  a  type t･hat it is a  recurring  entity,  We  meet･  the

same  type again  and  again  whenever  we  come  across  wit･h  its various  tokens or  token

generators, In this respect,  a  type  is not･  like an  event,  but like a  thing as  a  physical

object  or  a  persen.

    A  type  is not  only  a  temporal  entity;  it is a  spatial  entity  as  well,  If y, ou  see

the  same  word  ocurring  twice on  a  page  of  your  hook, then that word  exist･s at  two

different locations in space,

    Hence, a  type has spatial  Iocation as  well  as  teinporal location.
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(TE3) A  type a  exists  at  time t at  location l only, if a  token of  a  or  a  token

gellerator of  a  exists  at  time  t at  location l.

    There  seems  to be an  obvious  objection  to making  a  type  a  spatial  entity.  It is

based on  the fo11owing priiiciple. ("DD': stands  for `tDisjoint
 locations imply Differ-

ence".)

(DD) For any  timet  and  any  object  x  and  y, if the location of  x  at  time  t and

that  of  y at  the  same  timet  are  diajoint frem  each  other,  then  x  and  y are

different objects

Or, if we  designate the loeation of  x  at  time  t by 
"l(=,t)",

 then this principle can  be

expressed  more  concisely.

(DD) For any  time  t and  any  object  x  and  y, if t(x,t) is disjoint from l(y, t), then

xly･

    This principle is used  when,  for example,  you  judge that, however similar  two

coins  in front of  you are,  they  are  difrerent coins  because they  have different locations

at  the same  time. In such  a  situation,  we  cannot  do without  this principle, but think

of  the  same  word  appearing  twice  on  apage  of  your book. How  can  they  be the same

object  
-I

 suppose  a  word  as  a  type is an  object-  and  occupy  two  disjoint locations

at  the  same  time?  Hence, to cenceive  a  type  as  a  spatial  entity  obviously  contradicts

to the principle (DD),
    [[b this objection,  I reply  that the principle (DD) is not  valid  as  it stands.  Al-

hough  it is true for physical  objects,  it is not  true for concrete  objects  in general,

HereItake  a  concrete  object  to be simply  an  objeet  that exists  in space  and  time,

It is part of our  understanding  of  the concept  of  a type that a  type  can  occur  at

different places even  at  the  same  time, When  we  see  a  word  token and  recognize  it

as  a  token of  a  particular word  type, we  know  that  the  same  word  may  occur  at  that

instant in various  places where  its tokens exist.

    In other  words,  there  macy  be no  single  continuous  location a  type  a  occupies  at

t, and  therefore, the l(x,t) in (DD) may  be undefined  fbr a  type a.  This is not, any

different･ frem the possibility there is not  any  single  continuous  period p(x,l) for a

loeation l and  a  physical object  m.  AIthough a  physical object  may  be found at  the

same  place at  different times, there may  not  be any  single  continuous  period in which

it continues  to be located there,

    The  principle (DD) presupposes another  principle ("SL" stands  fbr "single
 Ioca-

tion")

(SL) Fbr any  time  t and  any  objeet  x,  there  is a  single  continuous  loeation l(x,t)

where  m  occupies  at  t,
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We  saw  that this prinicple is llot true with  a  type  object.  We  also  saw  that a  similar

principle (SP), which  stands  for "single
 period';, is not,  true fbr objects  in general,

(SP) For any  location l and  any  object  x,  there is a  single  cont･inuous  period

p(x,l) during which  x  is located at  l.

Hence, we  might  ask  ourselves  which  fact needs  explanation,  the  fact that  a  type

object  does not  satisfy  (DD), or  t,he fact that a  physical object  does satisfy  (DD). It

might  well  turn out  that what  needs  explaining  is the latter,

    At any  rate,  it is one  ofthe  major  characteristics  distinguishing type entities  from

physical objects  that the principle (DD) does not  apply  to type  entities,  According

to our  ordinary  way  of  speaking,  which  is sometimes  called  
"`three-dimensionalisrn",

a  physical object  like my  computer  exists  
"as

 a  whole"  at  every  instant of  the period

of  its existence.  That is, at  each  instant what  exists  of  my  computer  is not  its instan-

taenous part, but my  computer  as  a whole  with  all other  temoral  parts. With  a  type

entity  like a  word,  whenever  we  come  across  its token,  we  also  encounter  the  type  
"as

a  whole",  that is, with  all its tokens exist･ing  at  different times and  different places,

    A  natural  reaction  to such  a  conception  of  a  type  entity  would  be to ask  why

a  type cannot  be identified with  someting  Iike a  mereological  sum  of  all its tokens

and  t･oken generators.  However,  I will  show  that a  simple  identification of  a  type  as

a  mereologieal  sum  of  all its tokens and  token generators does not･  sueceed.

    The  reason  why  it does not･ work  is that the same  object  or  event  can  be atoken

of  different types at  the  same  time.  Consider  this.

i-x

    This object  (or event?)  can  be a  token of  at  least three different･ types.

1. a  Chinese character.

2. a  Japanese word,

3. a  line of  a  poem,

    As  it is almost  certain  that, if we  list all the tokens of  each  of  these three types,

these  lists differ from  each  other,  we  can  distinguish them  by t･aking the  mereological

sums  of  all the tokens of  each  type  (i.e. items on  the list), but obviously  it is possible
for two  different types to have  exactly  the  same  objects  or  events  as  their tokens  or

token  generators,

    Suppose a  poet writes  a  poem  that consists  of  a single  sentence  of Japanesc,

FUrther  suppose  that  this sentence  is perfectly all right  grammatically, but it hap-

pens  that it,s only  occurrence  is as  the single  line of  the poem,  In this case,  all the

tokens of  the poem  and  those of  the Japanese sentence  that  constitutes  the poem  are

the same,  and  hence, there is no  difference bet,ween the mereological  sums  of  all the

tokens of  each  type.
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    Of  course,  the Japanese sentence  which  is the single  line of  t･he poem  might  have

been uttered  or  written  not  as  a  Iine of  a  poem,  and  the mereological  sums  of  their

tokens might  have been different, This thought, however, can  not  be of  much  help

here.

    If we  wish  to take up  this idea, a  natural  way  to  do so  is to identify a  type with

somet･hing  like a  function mapping  each  possible world  to t･he rriereological  sum  of  the

tokens and  token  generators of  a  given type  that exist  in that  world.  Obviously,,such

a  function is not･  a  concrete  object;  it is a  typical abstract  object.  Hence, it cannot

be created  nor  destroyed,

    Of course,  there might  be some  other  way  to use  the modal  intuition as  above

without  making  a  type  an  abstract  object.  However,  until  such  a  way  is fbund, we

should  reject  the idea that a  type  is the same  as  the mereological  sum  of  all it･s tokens.

                       10. Concluding  remarks

    In conclusion,  let me  sketch  the general picture that has emerged  frorn the  alter-

native  account  of  types  and  tokens that, I have been t,rying te  develop here.

    According to this account,  a  type is not  an  abstract  object,  but･ a  concrete  object

that exists  in space  and  time, though  a  type is different in some  important respects

from  other  kinds of  concrete  objects  such  as  physical objects  and  persons. One  of  t･he

differences is that a  type can  exist  at  different places at  the same  time. Moreover, it

is not  the  case  that  diflbrent parts ofthe  ty. pe exist  at  diffbrent places, but that  the

type itself L`as
 a  whole"  exists  at, each  of  the difierent locations. We  might  talk about･

spatial  parts ofa  given type, but this is similar  to  talk about  
"temporal

 parts" ofa

physical object  or  a  person.

    A  type exists  continueusly  in time.  At any  given time it might  exist  in discon-

tinuous  locations, but as  a  type  owes  its identity to the causal  connectons  between

its tokens  and  token generators, each  location the given type occupies  must  be linked

by various  cont･inuous  paths that connect  its tokens and  t･oken generators, Hence,

a  certain  continuous  region  can  be assigned  to a  type as  the part of  space  that it

occupies  during its whole  history, in the same  way  a  certain  period of  time  can  be

assigned  to it.

    I would  like to  emphasize  that  what･  I have  been  proposing here is to develop an

account  of  types and  tokens that is an  alternative  to the standard  account,  and  tr,y

to see  what  it involves. Although  I point･ed out  that the standard  acceunt  has some

striking  consequences  that  might  be contrary  to our  intuition, it･ is a  well-known  fact

that our  intuition is not  always  reliable,  In order  to make  the final judgment･, we  need

to know  much  more  about  what,  each  account  involves. I havejust indicated a  general
outline  of  an  alternative  account･,  and  there  remain  many  problems that  need  to be
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confronted

me.

befbre it can  bejudged. In particular, the  following seems  important  to

(1) Once  a  type becomes a  temporal  entity,  there is no  longer any  reason  to think a

   type''does not  admit  any  change,  What  will  be an  account  of the change  a  type       '

   may  undergo?

(2) There  are  still many  unelarities  about  what  a token generator is, In partieular,

   in what  sense  a  speaker  of  a  language is a  token generator? I believe this question

   has a  vital  importance  to the philosophy of  linguistics.

(3) As we  remarked  above,  a  language is not  a  type; only  its elements  are  types, If

   we  wish  to construe  a  language change  as  a  genuine change,  not  as  a  replacement

   of  one  language with  another  in people's linguistic practice, then  we  should  be

   clear  what  a  language  change  consists  in, in particular, what  the  exact  relation

   betweeii a  language and  its elements  is.
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